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FINANCING
Transparency! I (and we) would like a change to see more transparency and honest updates 

with the public, especially when it comes to financing. 
Why not just tax our wealthy corporations at a higher rate?

I would feel better if this financing relied on fewer blocks, especially when it freezes that 
There are other ways to generate revenue.

In the case of this TIF they're including not just truly incremental revenue from the project, but 
also the already expected revenue from the new Dominion towers. 

Fund through increasing tax rates to corporations and other larger, wealthier land owners, 
Why haven't TIFs been used much in Virginia?

Make a smaller footprint. 
Try a different approach than a TIF.

How does the new tax cut law "Investing in Opportunity Act" affect or how could it impact this 
proposal?

Is there a better method than a TIF?
What are other cities doing?

Is there money on the state and federal level for this? Why is Richmond paying?
Could taxes be increased for Dominion and corporations in order to fund projects?

Tax Dominion, raise property tax on large corporations and land tax!
Big Concern:  This project is one possibility being put forward with one financing scheme. 
There are any number of other possibilites that have apparently been foreclosed by this 
developer and this proposal. The City is missing its best and most profitable tax base-

increasing opportunity by not prioritizing the Boulevard.
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ECONOMIC STABILITY
How can we protect small and minority (POC) owned businesses during contruction?

Living wage?
Local (city) hiring commitment?

Work w/labor contractors?
Can we guarantee these jobs go to unions?

What implications does this project have on the community it fails? Has this been effectively 
evaluated? Why or why not?

Prioritize jobs for very low, low income residents that reside in Jackson Ward or are legacy 
residents?

Tax relief for longtime residents, business owners?
Transportation needs?

Solar/Renewables factored into projects?
Protect existing minority owned businesses.

Unionized labor for construction.
Liveable wages for created jobs.
Will these be living wage jobs?

It is uncomfortable to continue these shiny projects based on guesstimate growth and the 
spending resulting from that growth.

Why aren't we talking about a Boulevard proposal? We were primed to do this two years ago 
and now crickets!!!

Does Richmond really need a coliseum?

Does our market support success for a coliseum? Media Markets: DC #8, Norfolk #24, 
Raleigh/Durham #38, Richmond is #57. This data supports the idea that a coliseum in RVA 

may not be viable here or may underperform. If we build it, the big sports franchises and 
entertainers may not come because they will go to nearby markets that are larger!

I don't see any investing in the community that's been here. 
Everything is to bring in new money. Eventually Richmond will be Short Pump.

I want to see opportunites to lift those in poverty up.
More Community. Less Capitalism.

Supporting existing businesses during construction, but even after. 
How can we mitigate tax burdens for existing businesses as properties appreciate?

Will these be living wage jobs?
Increase tax rates on rich, not just tax base.
Will this create economic security?? At all?

Do the people this project will affect know about it?
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HOUSING
Average rent for market rate housing?

What opportunities for ownership?
Ownership=Wealth

Transportation needs?
Challenging the city's deal with Dominion w/ VEPGA agreement.

If City renegotiates this, can't we generate energy and wealth for the city?
What constitues "affordable?" Is it based on MSA? What %?

The city/developers NEED to make this as transparent as possible.
Affordable housing beyond AMIs that include ownership.

Translating language to ownership.
Increase % of affordable housing and move away from AMI.

Ownership?
Will surrounding areas be absorbed if TIF defaults?
Affordable housing translating to homeownership.

What are the key players involved doing to not gentrify the area?
Will this development gentrify the area?

Would an alternative be to get existing houses up to code?
Housing ownership vs. renting

I would feel better if the affordable housing was if not 50% then close to that rather than the current 
almost 10%.

Using the AMI really does not include the income of many city residents. 
The effect on existing rents and mortgages.

Should include full range of affordable housing, including some for very low income people, not just 
current 60-80% range.

Affordable housing needs to be lower than 60% AMI, also needs to include accessible home 
ownership, not just rentals. 

Needs to ensure environmentally sound building practices and materials are used. 
How affordable is affordable housing?

Housing for people who make $40-50k is not affordable housing.
Protect current owners (individuals) and tenants.

Affordable for whom?

I would like to see financial literacy for kids in the schools. Also offering that education to residents 
of public housing to help them be prepared for the inevitable taking of their property when a project 

like this takes root in their community. 

What is the city's definition of affordable?



We need to be clear that "affordable" does not consider a regional AMI but city. Knowing this is a 
HUD Fed policy, Richmond should be bold in naming AMI that makes sense for low, very low 

income. 

Affordable Housing: Take the % of income that is recommended for housing expense and think 
about how much is that for people on social security? It's about $400 per month! But these 

"affordable" units will cost $1300/mo. Than is not affordable. 

How does the affordable housing plan incorporate homeownership for working class communities? 
Does it incorporate this at all? It should! (Because I personally pay $1200 to rent downtown, and I 

live in an "affordable rent" AMI-controlled apartment. This is a no-go. I could be putting that toward a 
mortgage payment.  And I'm fortunate. Some people can't afford this at all. And they need it just as 

much as I do. If not more. 
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SOCIAL & COMMUNITY CONTEXT
What will the space look like?

How will this impact the environment?
Will local businesses be protected?

Who will get displaced?
Priority for affordable housing for the descendants of displaced Navy Hill residents?

Anyone can apply for city council commission; language of ordinance suggests econ. 
expertise, but lots of ways to interpret.

City council wants to hire consultants. Can they broaden perspectives here?
What does addressing povery look like?

Solar paneling and green spaces/energy vs. staying in bed with Dominion.

Respecting the land and the history by being mindful of how we name new structures. I would 
like to see new development buildings named after POC who where native to that land. 

Why are we negotiating with the biggest polluter in the state?
Can we now do solar in the rest of the city?

The glossy "sales pitches" from Navy Hill are not engagement, are not informative and not 
inclusive.

We need to seek out our residents and meet them where they are.
The people don't seem to want this. The people seem to want schools first. Schools come last 

in this project.
People in Richmond do not want to be owned by Dominion or Altria and many of us are 

disgusted by the level of control these corporations already have here. 

What have they defined as community feedback?
Requirements for impacted community investments?

Protections for Gilpin/Mosby.
We need to be able to negotiate direct with developers or establish community board.

Why are we trying to develop this as one big project? Why can't we encourage this to grow 
organically? On a smaller, community scale? If Jane Jacobs taught us anything, it is this.

Another hotel, really? When there are 2 hotels already, just 2 blocks away? Where is the 
grocery store? The daycare center? The local pharmacy store? An entreprenurial learning 

center?
Healthy environment - green space, solar and renewable energy, green roof space. 

Impacts of demo/construction on the environment. 
Maintain fabric of communty existing around proposed TIF district.

Community benefits agreement/equity package.
VEPGA.org agreement - renewable energy for the city. 

What's our oversight as citizens on the design/appearance?
How do we demand an attractive space for humans and incorporate social infrastructure?

Environmental impact - solar, green roofs, trees



How does this impact storm water management? As infrastructure project of this size must 
What green space? If you're going to create housing, where's the green space? Where's the 

What does poverty mitigation look like?
Community benefits agreement/equity package.

More bus lines to the suburbs, rent control, social housing.
How will NH project hold space for the development trauma that historically affected NH?

How can we ensure surplus revenue goes to schools or housing trust fund?
Will there be areas of security? Available gyms, affordable food, urban farming promotion?

Clean energy, sustainable buildings, LEED certified
Statistics about HOW development will affect community

Need to do community benefits agreements to incorporate surrounding communities' interests. 
Without that, this will energize the community to block further development and organize 

against developers and any politicians working with them.


